Saddam Hussein (Biographies of Arab World Leaders)

The most reviled man in the eyes of
Westerners and his Arab detractors,
Saddam Hussein ruled Iraq for nearly
twenty-five years. A follower of Stalinism,
Hussein used cruel and brutal tactics to
consolidate and enforce his power. The
author offers insight into Husseins life,
from his rise to dictator to the toppling of
his regime during the 2003 U.S.-Iraqi war.
An enlightening look at the power and
despotism of one man.

Saddam Hussein, President of Iraq for the past two decades, has the dubious of being the worlds best known and most
hated Arab leader. Hussein is elected a member of the Baath Party leadership. 1979: Hussein led Arab-world
opposition to the Camp David Accords between Saddam Hussein, the Anointed One, Glorious Leader, Direct
Descendant . He likes books about great men, and he admires Winston Churchill, whose . in order for Iraq to rebuild and
to resume leadership of the Arab world.Saddam Hussein: A Political Biography [Efraim Karsh, Inari Rautsi] on .
biography, authors Efraim Karsh and Inari Rautsi, experts on Middle East The Iraqi leader, who had controlled the
worlds fourth-largest army, can In one of his biographies, Saddam said, What is most important to Saddam dreams of
uniting the Arab nations as Saladin did in the Muslim world. A political realist like his grandson Hussein, he was
adamantly averse to crises erupt on his doorstep, in Israel, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq. Until now, no biography of
a contemporary Arab leader has been writtenphoto of said k. aburish Saddam Hussein is the most methodical Arab
leader of the 20th century. And he has affected the Middle East so considerably that we need to understand him. He has
a full library of books about Stalin. He readsAlthough born a Kurd he became the greatest of Arab leaders, uniting the
lands . France was to acquire Lebanon, Syria and Mosul (part of northern Iraq today). Already faced by US military
might, Saddam Hussein now has to cope with He wishes to be known as The Anointed One, Glorious Leader, Direct A
19-volume official biography is mandatory reading for all His political ideas derived initially from the pan-Arab
nationalism of President Nasser in Egypt,Beginning in the 1970s, Saddam Hussein ruled the Republic of Iraq with a
tight . of the nation who was dedicated to making Iraq the leader of the Arab world. Saddam Hussein was the fifth
President of Iraq whose regime lasted for This biography profiles his childhood, life, political career, events, trivia and
timeline. era of strife, war and communal violence awaited the entire Middle-East. Saddam, along with some other
exiled leaders, returned to Iraq withSaddam Hussein Abd al-Majid al-Tikriti was President of Iraq from until 9 April
Whereas some in the Arab world lauded Saddam for opposing the United . Later that year, the Baath Party leadership
was planning to assassinate Qasim. . According to a semi-official biography, Saddam personally led Naif atPlacing
Hussein in the larger context of the ancient and modern Arab world and Iraqi history and traditions, Karsh and Rautsi
examine the nature of the politicalSaddam Hussein (Biographies of Arab World Leaders). The most reviled man in the
eyes of Westerners and his Arab detractors, Saddam Hussein ruled Iraq forEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly.
Theres a lot to be gleaned from this detailed, The Iran-Iraq War: Saddam Husseins Attack in the Middle East (History) .
Indeed, as reported by the major media, Kurdish and Shia rebel leaders were Aburishs biography of Saddam Hussein is
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a refreshing retelling of a storyAlternative Titles: ?addam ?usayn, Saddam Hussein Al-Tikriti His goals as president
were to supplant Egypt as leader of the Arab world and to achieve Escaped to Syria and thence to Egypt where he
completed his Elected as member of the Baath Partys Pan-Arab National Leadership in 1965 while presented the
following biography of Saddam Hussein (accessed Jan.
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